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President’s 
report...

With the country having just gone through another Federal Election, I really think 
most of us are possibly a little fed up with politicians and the shenanigans they 
get up to, regardless of the political party to which they belong. At election time, 
business can become a little more difficult as people are often a little unsettled at the 
prospect of a changing government. They tend to be a little more nervous in their 
commitment to projects until the election is over and some form of certainty returns.

I think however it is so important to remember that WE in Australia and New 
Zealand have the RIGHT to VOTE, while many countries around the world still 
don’t allow certain people the RIGHT to VOTE based on gender, colour, religious 
beliefs etc. Many of us have great-grandfathers, grandfathers, fathers, sons and 
uncles that went off to war to protect our land, our way of life, and most of all to 
give us a VOICE! My late grandfather was Private Roderick McCaskill, who served 
in WW1 from 1914-1918 in the 10th Light Horse Regiment. He was a strong man 
in stature and he taught us to have a VOICE, have your say to create change – it 
doesn’t matter if you don’t achieve the change at first, you just keep trying. He 
made sure that we spoke to people with politeness and respect and instilled in 
us that if others had a different view to ours, that was ok and that when you take 
the time to listen to other opinions, it can sometimes give you more clarity.

To have a passion about anything you undertake in life is so very important, 
and to drive your passion with respect and understanding that others may 
not share your same view is actually ok. By talking and listening to others, 
we get to learn about their own passions and how they are driven. 

I guess what I am trying to say is that while we all have expectations in life and in our 
businesses and it is really important to have your say, never give up trying to create the 
world that you envision. Listen to a difference of opinion and never get so absorbed in 
your own self-interest that you miss out on the opportunity to learn and achieve more.

I love the process of our ATFA Board meetings – we are all so different, we all 
have different opinions, we are all from different backgrounds, and yet we have 
the ability to listen to each other, have respect for each other and come together 
on decisions for the greater outcome of our Members and our Industry!

Believe in yourself, be kind.

Lyn Marafioti | ATFA President 
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ATFA update July 2019

CEO update...

CHANGE CAN BE GOOD!
ATFA recently conducted a survey of its members to ascertain satisfaction levels for 
its services. The process highlighted the need for a number of changes, something 
ATFA has become very accustomed to over its 14 years in existence. The changing 
nature of our industry, how it works, and the services it provides, have witnessed 
many changes over that time. This includes a number of trend shifts and of course 
the major impact of the GFC, itself changing the nature of our industry.

As an agent of change, ATFA has worked hard to fulfil 
its mandate – the reason why it was created, ‘to make 
the industry better’! A considerable amount of feedback 
recognises ATFA has been highly successful in achieving 
this – particularly with the dissemination of technical 
information, considerable training options, and a wealth of 
events that bring industry together and provide a platform 
for manufacturers and suppliers to present to contractors.

However, we will never be complacent and never accept 
that now we have some fantastic services in place we should 
‘consolidate’ – which for myself, just means stop improving. 
I don’t think you can ever stop improving or learning.

So, what changes do we need to make as a result of 
the survey and other feedback? These are some of 
the aspects ATFA is currently reviewing and new 
strategies and/or services being implemented:

• Apprenticeship support strategies.

• Better and more focused use of social media.

• Development of smart phone apps to 
assist members on the job.

• Partial shift of some training to online.

• Improved clarity around the Industry Diploma.

• Improved clarity between webinars and online 
training, as two different entities.

• Further transition to electronic services – e.g. 
member cards and inspection system.

• New social activities for members.

• Improved promotion of ATFA activities that 
gains cut through with members.

• Appointment of an industry ambassador.

• Review and improve ATFA’s branding.

• Continue to refresh training and events.

• Improved promotion of member accreditation 
and product compliance.

• Improved data collection from our members (demographic).

• ‘Less is more’ approach to training.

• Creation of a second-hand trading platform on Facebook.

We look forward to bringing you further information as we roll 
out these changes and continue to improve our services. 
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Timber Flooring Week
Melbourne will once again host the ever popular Timber Flooring Week from August 21st to August 23rd 
culminating with the ATFA Cocktails function. To see all the planned activities, please go to the ATFA website and register at: 
https://www.atfa.com.au/events/timber-flooring-week-2019/ 
We look forward to seeing you there!

You asked for the Gold Coast and wow did it deliver! Over 260 attended this amazing 
event in Surfers Paradise. Furthermore, a record number of entries. Now we turn 
our attention to Melbourne for August 24th at the sensational Park Hyatt. Come and 
enjoy a weekend in Melbourne, you’ll love it! Let’s make this one the biggest yet...

ATFA Industry Awards: 
August 2019 in Melbourne

The Dinner & Accommodation
Proudly sponsored by Hurford Hardwood the Awards Dinner is expected to be attended by 200 plus 
industry representatives. And make sure you bring your partner. ATFA is a big family and we want to share 
this amazing event with you and yours. There will be our resident MC Gary Eck, band and dance floor to jig 
the night away, in addition to pre-dinner drinks and a three-course sit down dinner and beverage package.

Registrations are available via the ATFA website https://www.atfa.com.au/events/atfa-gala-awards-night/ or call 
the ATFA office for the invitation on 1300 36 1693. A 10-person table booking is $1,900 or $195 per individual.

On behalf of the industry, our considerable thanks to all the sponsors...

The Awards
Vote via the ATFA website at www.atfa.com.au/2019-annual-atfa-awards/. 
Voting in the FOTY categories and Avant Garde closes 8pm AEST July 28th 2019.

Solid Timber Floor of the 
Year Awards including:
• Solid Residential

• Solid Commercial

• Solid Stair proudly 
sponsored by: 

• Solid Recycled

• Solid Innovative

• Timber Deck of the Year

Pre-finished Floor of the 
Year Awards including:
• Pre-finished Residential

• Pre-finished Commercial

• Pre-finished Stair proudly 
sponsored by: 

• Pre-finished Innovative

• Timber Deck of the Year

• Sanded and Finished Floor of the Year

ATFA Awards for Excellence including:
• Contractor of the Year

• Apprentice of the Year

• Employee of the Year

• Showroom of the Year

• Distributor of the Year

• Sales Representative of the Year

• Retailer of the Year

• Innovative Product of the Year

• Avant Garde of the Year

ATFA Awards Page ART.indd   1 21/6/19   3:21 pm
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Other than dealing with all the above (and after listing them 
I wonder why we still do it!) a big issue faced by the flooring 
trades is the time and cost savings that are built in during 
the design and specification process. Pre-finished products 
provide an obvious time-saving, not just with the time spent 
on the sanding and finishing. Sanding and finishing works 
require the floor area (which often means the majority of 
the fitout) to be free of other trades for multiple days. This 
is a luxury not often afforded to anyone. And while it all 
sounds like a great saver for all involved, it does pose a few 
problems – both for the installers and for the end user.

As installers we need to ensure that we are certain we have 
enough time and resources to do correct subfloor preparation 
and installation of the floor. Often this can mean adjusting 
the install method, or even the product, to ensure timelines 
and budgets can be met. Expressing these concerns 
early on is imperative to securing a workable solution. 

One of the elements to consider when selecting a floor is 
the colour. As strange as it sounds, the colour of the boards 
has quite a significant impact on how well the floor ages. For 
instance, in high traffic areas exposed to moisture, dents, gauges 
and scratches tend to turn a very dark colour as moisture 
penetrates the areas of compromised surface finish. This 
means a dark toned floor will show this damage much less than 
a lighter toned floor. The images below show a 220x21/6mm 
Engineered European Oak floor with a Polyurethane type finish 

Using prefinished 
engineered boards 
in hospitality fitouts.
Phil Buckley, ATFA Inspector, Mint Floors & Shutters.

Hospitality fitouts are not for the faint 
of heart. Time pressure is ramped up to 
extreme, with the primary objective to get 
the project completed and the doors open to 
paying customers as soon as possible. This 
means there are always around 50 trades 
working on top of each other, everyone is 
on edge and you rarely have the time you 
need to complete your usual processes.

Technical article...
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on it. The unprotected feet on the moveable furniture have 
compromised the finish and then moisture staining has turned 
all the damaged areas quite dark over just a 12-month period. 
The density of European Oak being less than most Australian 
Hardwoods was also a key factor in the performance of this floor.

The type of finish also needs to be considered at the selection 
phase. Many types and thicknesses of finish are available 
on prefinished engineered boards; however, they often fall 
into two categories – lacquer type finishes that are hard 
wearing but difficult to replenish without re-sanding; and 
oil type finishes that are softer and less hard wearing, but 
easier to replenish. Each type of finish has positive points, 
but understanding the upkeep options and requirements of 
each should be communicated early to ensure the end user 
has realistic expectations of their floors after opening night. 

Once the floor colour, type and finish have been considered, 
and the install system has been designed to be both robust 
and achievable in the fitout program, care and maintenance 
instructions for the end user need to be addressed. In the case 
of hospitality settings, the wear and exposure the floor will be 
subject to is unmatched – it will have high traffic, moveable 
furniture, and chemical exposure from cleaning products and 
beverages at an alarming rate. Any floor installed needs to have 
an achievable care and maintenance system in place to ensure 
the floor performs as well as possible. Often overlooked elements 
that are included in most care and maintenance guidelines 
provided by manufacturers are the use of entry matts, protection 
on the feet of movable furniture, and recoating procedures. 

But it is not all doom and gloom. Clear communication during 
all phases of the project can overcome these obstacles 
and deliver a quality floor finish that is completed in a very 
short period of time and delivers achievable and predictable 
outcomes for the end user. The floors shown right are also in a 
bar area (this time in a marina) and they are also 220x21/6mm 
European Oak. However, on this occasion a darker colour has 
been used, entry matts have been fitted to all external doors, 

continued »
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Abbey Timber | Phone: 9774 2944
41 Heathcote Rd, Moorebank NSW 2170

www.abbeytimber.com.au

Abbey Timber is your one flooring shop.STOP

Moorebank Warehouse

Floor Sanding Shop

• Our new Floor Sanding Supply Shop has it all.

• Adhesives, Abrasives, Coatings, Machines, Tools + More...

• Over 2,000 packs of solid flooring in stock.

• Full range of all types of engineered flooring.

• Trade only prices for floor trade.

• Free Delivery on orders over $500 on sanding supplies.

• Abbey Timber is serious about saving you $$$$$.

• If we don’t have it, we will get it.

and all moveable furniture has felt protection in place (that 
is checked weekly as part of the maintenance procedures). 
Re-sanding, staining and finishing of the floor was also 
quoted for the client and recommended on a bi-annual basis. 
The finished product is now doing everything the client 
requires and the upkeep needed for optimal performance 
of the floor has been completed with diligence by the end 
user. All in all, a very successful project for all involved.

So, if you are in the business of delivering hospitality type 
projects, I share your pain, frustration and anxiety. It’s a 
tough gig but can be well worth effort when it all comes 
together. For the other projects we are all doing, don’t forget 
how these same factors in terms of timely delivery and end 
user expectations can be affected by product selection and 
maintenance procedures. When these elements of any project 
are considered carefully, the payoff can be significant. 

Using prefinished 
engineered boards 
in hospitality fitouts.
Continued.

Technical article...
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join the acoustic 
revolution

Regupol® K225 Acoustic Underlay  

now available in 1050mm x 500mm tiles. 

quicker. easier. smarter.

Regupol® its just feels right

For more than 25 years, Regupol Australia have been proudly servicing the Australian Timber 
Flooring Industry with the trusted brand of Regupol® soundproofing acoustic underlays.   
Our products are specifically designed to isolate impact sound noise generated by timber floors. 
 
Now Regupol Australia are proud to present the next revolution in acoustic underlays . . .
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why wait...
prime then lay
before lunch..

PU280
Moisture Barrier
& Surface Primer

PU280 is a single component, no waste 

Primer and Moisture Barrier in one, 

PU280 resists contaminates that improves 

the condition of the subfloor surface for 

increased stability. It provides a one hour 

dry, ultimate moisture vapour protection for 

priming porous and non porous sub-floors.

 

Anspruch verbindet 

MS230 
timber flooring adhesive

engineered
for perfection...

Firm-Flexible, premium single component 

MS Polymer adhesive for the interior 

installation of engineered timber flooring 

of unlimited width. MS230 is easy to 

trowel and holds its form for excellent 

grab and protection against hollow spots. 

MS230 will not stain or burn pre-finished 

flooring surfaces. A site friendly, No VOC 

formulation that provides a cost effective 

easy clean up alternative where multi 

layer engineered boards are installed. 

Meets BCA Acoustic requirements. 

SINCE 1934

MADE IN GERMANY 

For further information please contact Loba Australasia on 1300 745 622
Brett Scarpella 0419 326 976       email: info@loba.com.au
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Manufacturing...

Effective timber milling is about maximising 
recovery, minimising waste and increasing 
the value from every stick as efficiently and 
safely as possible. So how do you balance 
market demand with efficiencies when 
turning a round thing into a square thing? 
Markets might demand 150 x 25mm (for example) as a 
preferred size. Reality is that every width between 50mm 
to 300mm will be produced as we maximise the recovery 
from a round log. A size such as 150 x 25mm might only 
make up 15% of the overall production in that size and 
therefore only 15% of the saleable fibre from every log. 

Narrow boards can have lesser demand. We might counteract 
that by selling at a lower price. The same can be said for 
higher character grades and shorter lengths. Conversely, 
longer and wider lengths or higher grades achieve a 
premium. This is supply and demand in its purest. 

Each timber mill has to balance contracted log supply while 
offering stable, ongoing employment. It can be tough to balance 
customer needs, manufacturing economies, safety, trends, 
product R&D and profit. In downward markets, mills with high 
employment have ongoing costs of production and inventory 
build-ups. In active markets, demand for popular products from 
valued customers can put unrealistic pressure on production.

For us, as an example, we have high demand for thicker 
section joinery boards at their premium rate. A simple 
business decision in a vacuum would be to stop selling 
products in low value markets in favour of sales demand in 
high value products... But it’s not that simple. Our customers 
and market demand at least some supply for traditional low 
value products – and we have to respect that if we want to 
continue running a business through the downward markets.

The answer from our perspective is engineered flooring. It 
allows us to engineer a win-win solution for the flooring trade. 

We can use less wood to create more flooring. Wider, more 
attractive boards with superior stability can be produced with 
increased efficiency while saving on the overall consumer cost 
of a floor installation. These points are becoming accepted 
over time. Supplying floors uncoated (and not just pre-coated) 
allows the sanding/polishing trades to get in on the action too. 
For others, the answer might be to find a home for shorter or 
narrower lengths of solid timber. It will be different for every mill.

With the production of engineered flooring, both of the 
above points are true. Down-graded, short and narrow 
boards are a ‘down-fall’ in production. In this scenario, 
parquetry becomes the solution. The idea is that a high value 
aesthetic can be created from this ‘recovery’ feedstock.

The manufacturing efficiencies are slower and more time-
consuming (which means they cost more to produce) 
but they help increase recovery for production – which 
reduces pressure on overall costs and supply.

Panelised Parquetry blocks, where available, are a 
great use of recovery feedstock. They help increase 
your install speed by increasing the ‘tile’ size. 

Daniel Wright Australian Sustainable Hardwoods.

A balancing act.
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 We’ve got your back.

OUT NOW OUT NOW OUT NOW

New products to our range:

Timberseal™ Alcohol Based

Seal floors the easy way

• Adds subtle colour
• Top coat after 1 hour
• Topcoat with water based or  

solvent based

Hard Wax Oil

Our great value 4 Litre

• No sealer required
• 2 coat system (4 hour recoat)
• Maintains timber look & feel

Slip Resistant Endure® 2 Pack

Easily Achieve P4 or P5 Slip Rating 

• 2 Pack durability
• Handy 1 Litre Size – enough for a flight 

of stairs
• No need for Intergrain® UltraGrip additive

We’re so confident in the Enviropro range 
that we’ll guarantee its performance. 
Change with confidence today.

Need product to fix an issue?
We’ll supply it to you for free.

Sanding required to fix an issue? 
We’ll pay you to sand back.
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What is defined as Cold Weather? 
It is generally accepted that below 10ºC when applying 
stains or adhesives, issues may occur. Stain and adhesive 
manufacturers may advise not to use their products 
below 12-15ºC. However, for cooler-climate timber flooring 
installers this is often trade restrictive. Accordingly, it is 
useful to know what can occur with the applied products 
when cooler ambient temperatures are involved. 

For Stains the affected properties are:

Viscosity 
• The colder the temperature, the higher the viscosity 

(i.e. thicker, more syrup-like) the coating.

• Poor flow. The higher the viscosity and the more syrup-like 
the coating, the reduced levelling and flow that will occur. 

The effect can be patchy application or excessive film thickness. 

Surface tension 
• Surface tension is another factor that influences 

the flow of the stain on a surface. 

• The main negative effect is the ability to self-level. 

The effect can be ‘rejection’ or ‘orange peel’ on the stained surface.

•  Solvent carrier evaporation 
 Figure 1 shows a delaminating coating off an applied 

stain. Normally the next day a coating can be applied 
over a stain. However, in wintry conditions the stain can 
still have a solvent residue after 24-48 hours and this can 
lead to delaminating the applied coating off the stain. 

 To avoid this, consider doubling the stain dry time if 
under 12ºC or take advice from the stain supplier.

 Many contractors will also add retarder solvent to the stain to 
provide for less patchiness and more uniform application. The 
retarders are basically slower evaporating solvents and the 
stain dry time can be very significantly extended if these are 
used in cold weather. They are best avoided in cold weather. 

For Adhesives the key property affected 
by cold weather is rate of reaction. 

All adhesives rely on chemical reactions to ‘cross link’ or ‘cure’ them 
and convert from soft pliable pastes into hard, tough bonded 
films. Most direct stick adhesives are Moisture Cure categorised.

It is to be noted that in winter the concrete slab temperature 
can be a few degrees cooler than the ambient. Consider the 
case of the direct stick floor failure in figure 2. Over three weeks 
after laying the floor increased in drumminess. A board was 
removed and examined and the moisture cure adhesive was 
found to be still tacky and only partially cured. The adhesive 
was applied to a lower than 5ºC slab, the adhesive was cold, 
atmosphere was cold but of low humidity, the floor was laid 
quickly, minimising moisture entry into the moisture curing (MC) 
adhesive. The use of a Moisture Vapour Barrier (MVB) would 
further retard the cure due to reduced moisture availability.

The result was a cohesive failure (within the adhesive 
and not adhesive to concrete or timber).

A ‘rule of thumb’ is that the rate or speed of reaction 
will halve for every 100C decrease in temperature. 

So, compared to a ‘normal’ 25ºC day, where an adhesive 
might take three days to cure to be okay for sanding 
processes, at 15ºC it could take six days and at 5ºC expect 
it to take twelve days! In crisp, cold conditions this slow 

Technical article...

Cold weather... 
stains & adhesives
Phil Holgate MRACI, ChChem, FATFA. TAMSA International Consulting.

It is well known that cold weather can produce adverse effects on applied floor coatings. 
Sometimes overlooked is the impact of cold weather on stains and adhesives. This 
article is prepared to provide a greater understanding of what to do in cold weather.

Figure 1. Figure 2.
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FLOOR SANDING 
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HEAT IT UP THIS WINTER WITH 

100 PERCENT 
CERAMIC GRAIN

• FASTER CUT
• IDEAL FOR HARDWOOD
• CLEANEST SCRATCH  
   PATTERN IN THE INDUSTRY

• CYCLONIC HOLE PATTERN
• ULTIMATE STRENGTH 
• OUTSTANDING DURABILITY

© Saint‑Gobain 2019 Norton, Red Heat, Blaze and  
    “Reshaping Your World” are registered trademarks 
    of Saint‑Gobain Abrasives.
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curing could be slowed down further, especially if a Moisure Vapour Barrier (MVB) 
film has been applied to the slab prior to adhesive application. As most adhesives 
are ‘moisture cure’ Polyurethanes, the MVB eliminates or greatly reduces the 
source of moisture that might be contributed by the slab for the cure to occur.

The main consequence of inadequately cured adhesive on a direct stick floor 
will be drumminess. As the weights on the freshly laid floor are released the 
timber movement from expansion / contraction will be relatively unrestricted 
if the adhesive is still fluid: drumminess is the undesirable result.

TAMSA experimentation has shown that some MC direct stick adhesives can 
be substantially slower than others for curing in cold weather. Manufacturer 
advice should be sought for cold weather use of MC adhesives. 

Summary of Cold Weather (below 10ºC) behaviour. 

For all stain and adhesive types: 

• Avoid cold weather application of stains and adhesives.

• Preheat rooms. Previous 24-hours room heating desirable as the stain or adhesive 
will rapidly adopt the floor temperature once applied to the floor surface.

• Preheat adhesive and stain material for 24 hours in a 
warmer (not hot) environment prior to use.

• Apply products in the warmer part of the day.

• Add thinners or diluent but not slow or extender solvents in stains.

• Allow adequate stain dry time, otherwise delamination of 
the next applied coating can occur (refer Figure 1).

• Advise customers that cold weather will result in extended stain 
dry time and very extended cure time for adhesives. 

This table provides a summary of what can happen and the action to minimise issues:

Coatings Type What can happen Action to minimise the issue
Stains • Greatly extended dry time

• Thickening from viscosity 
increase can cause thicker 
applied stain and increase 
risk of delamination of 
the first build coat

• Increased patchiness of stain

• Use thinners but not 
extenders or slow 
drying solvents

• Avoid heavier stain 
application as this could 
increase delamination risk

Direct stick 
adhesives

• Greatly extended cure 
time – sometime weeks. 
Drumminess of laid 
floors can result from 
incomplete adhesive cure

• More physical effort in 
notched trowel application

• As a rule of thumb, if 
applying adhesive to a cold 
slab e.g. 5ºC, allow at least 4 
times the normal cure time

• Store adhesive tubs or 
sausages in a warmer 
environment for 24 
hours prior to use

For further information on this technical article or on coatings related issues 
in general, the ATFA Coatings Hotline on 0414 793 237 can be consulted. 
Alternatively email your question to tamsaconsult@hotmail.com 
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Business...

Being a good flooring business and winning over customers 
are essential; however, in this day and age there are so many 
other considerations you need to weigh up regularly to 
succeed in business.

Here are the main ones:

• Technological change for many of us will have a major impact 
over the next 10 years. We’ve covered this considerably 
two issues ago in Timber Flooring. We’re entering the 
age of algorithms and it might have some challenging 
concepts for some. The message is to understand it, 
consider how it will impact on you and prepare for it.

• The economy fluctuates... Where are we headed right now? 
Is the economy slowing? Worse? Or is there a positive 
turnaround ahead? Are you monitoring the situation and 
satisfying yourself on how the future looks, or even seeking 
some professional advice? It’s just good business sense.

• Oh my, haven’t we had enough politics recently! Elections 
bring change despite who wins, and it’s important to 
fully understand what the changes are and how they 
impact you. Likewise, governments apply policies and 
regulations that impact – do you keep up to date with these 
decisions and how they affect you and your business?

• Social media can be used effectively – it can be fantastic for 
increasing opportunities and awareness of your company or 
small business. It’s unheard of these days not to have a website 
– this is now how most people shop. But be careful, social 
media can also be damaging if not controlled carefully, and 
then there are consumer sites that may damage your reputation 
without you even knowing. Stay in touch, it’s important.

• ATFA undertakes quarterly market data analysis of the 
industry, yet so many still don’t participate – understanding 
consumer trends is essential. Do you understand what 
the information tells you and how do you react to the 
news, or even better, be proactive? Is your business and 
its products/services staying in touch with the direction 
of the market and consumer wants and needs?

• We are in an industry where environmental issues regularly 
arise. Whether it be closing another forestry area or 
addressing formaldehyde in some products, it keeps coming 
up and future generations are more inclined to focus on 
these issues. Society is more conscious – are you taking 
these considerations into account in your business, and 
how are you relaying the information to consumers?

• Competition isn’t always fair, and you might not like how 
the other businesses around you operate; however, you can’t 
make them go away, so what strategies are you employing 
to contend? Remember, the adage, “there are three types of 
people, those who make things happen, those that let things 
happen, and those that say sh.., what happened!” Be the first.

• We’re all a bit different in other people’s minds, and people 
or staff can be stressful and take up a lot of your time with 
IR and HR issues. Everyone is unique and people don’t 
always fit the mold we want them to or don’t meet our 
expectations. So careful selection, care for your staff, fair 
wages and a rewarding work environment are key to grow and 
retain staff to a point where they are indispensable to you.

These days you need eyes in the back of your head, so 
stay in touch with all that goes on around you. 

Understanding the 
things that impact 
your business.
Randy Flierman, ATFA CEO.

You’re probably good at what you do and you back yourself in 
getting your quote across the line with prospective customers 
– if only business were that easy and that was enough to live 
happily, pay the bills, put food on the table and look forward 
to the occasional holiday!
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continued »

Case study...

The flooring product
The flooring was solid 80 x 19mm Tallowwood that had 
been secretly fixed to plywood over a suspended concrete 
slab. Above the slab a polyethylene moisture vapour barrier 
had been provided. The floor had been laid more than ten 
years previous and where not water-affected it was seen 
to be aesthetically pleasing and in good condition.

What is being investigated and why?
When it was requested that the floor be inspected, it was 
six or so weeks after the event and during that time drying 
equipment had been used, in part to dry the building structure 
but also to dry the floor. However, after this period of time 
there were concerns over the effectiveness of the drying, and 
more invasive testing of the flooring was requested, along 
with a general assessment as to whether moisture was present 
further from the source of the leak. Testing involved a moisture 
meter and removing a section of the flooring below the fridge 
recess and undertaking oven dry moisture content testing 
of both the flooring and the plywood subfloor beneath.

What needs to be considered? 
The ability for an in-situ timber floor to dry or be able 
to be dried will depend in part on the flooring species, 
noting that generally the high-density hardwoods are going 
to be very slow to take up moisture but equally slow to 
redry. This is reflected in the initial drying of the product 
where temperatures are often elevated to above 65ºC and 
under low relative humidity conditions. It also needs to be 
considered that a floor over a concrete slab can only be 
dried from the upper exposed surface and realising that 
in a drying kiln the boards are dried from both sides. 

Below the solid timber flooring is the plywood subfloor and 
this is generally a softwood. Its characteristics are that it acts 
more like a sponge and will absorb moisture quickly. We also 
need to consider that when the plywood sheets are fixed to 
the subfloor it is recommended practice that a small gap be 
left at sheet edges. Therefore, if sufficient water penetrates this 
subfloor it is possible for water to track along these joints.

Investigation
With this floor, one of the first tasks was to observe the 
condition of the floor and to take moisture meter readings. 
For this a capacitance moisture meter was used as this type of 
meter is good for survey work where the purpose is to assess 
moisture differences as opposed to actual moisture content. 
With this type of meter, it is also necessary to be aware of 
the characteristics of the specific moisture meter as different 
brands and different models within a brand will have different 
characteristics. When assessing moisture, within and beneath 
the hardwood flooring, it is necessary to have a meter that will 
penetrate deeply. I therefore have two capacitance meters, which 
happen to be different brands, with one easily penetrating to a 
depth of 25mm through a 19mm thick floorboard and the other 
to just 8mm. Hence for this inspection the one penetrating to 
the deeper depth was used. Most of the affected floor showing 
a cupped appearance, with board edges higher than centres, 
was within four or so metres of the fridge, although further 

Many timber floors become moisture-affected, often from burst pipes to 
dishwashers and fridges. Due to the expense in replacing solid timber floors 
attempts are often made to save the existing floor – with mixed success. When 
a pipe bursts there can also be a significant amount of water that spreads 
across the floor and may not be detected for quite some time. In this case 
study, ATFA’s technical manager David Hayward evaluates one such solid 
timber floor that became severely affected by a burst pipe to a refrigerator.

David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager.

Can my water affected 
floor be saved?
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out there was cupping following specific lines and this was 
evidence that that sufficient water had entered the subfloor 
and was tracking between board sheets over a wider area of 
the floor. The photo shows the line of cupping above the joint 
between two plywood sheets. Where the cupping was present, 
moisture meter readings were over 20% (as shown in the inset) 
and where flat nearby 12% and similar to other background 
readings. Higher readings than the background readings were 
observed through all areas where the floor exhibited cupping.

The second part of the exercise was to remove some flooring 
in the fridge recess and undertake oven dry moisture content 
testing. The surprise here was that there was another layer 
in the system between the polyethylene and slab, assumed to 
have been there to provide some sound attenuation between 
upper and lower levels of the dwelling (not the usual product 
for this purpose). Two boards were removed, and the results 
of the testing are shown in the table. These indicate elevated 
moisture contents in the flooring and very high moisture 
remaining in the plywood subfloor. The solid flooring in 
sample 2 was also segmented into three layers, upper case, 
core and lower case and each of these oven dry moisture 
contents tested. The upper case was 12.6%, the core 14.5% and 
the lower case 16.9% and hence a gradient of about 2.5%.

Floor and plywood Oven dry

Sample 1
Board section

Plywood section
15.7%
27.5%

Sample 2
Board section

Plywood section
14.0%
38.2%

Analysis and outcome
When considering the above it soon becomes evident that 
some floor systems can be particularly difficult to dry when 
they become moisture-affected. In this instance it is evident 
that when water began to flow over the surface of the floor it 
penetrated between board joints and to the point where the 
plywood became ‘saturated’ closer to the source. However, 
the moisture ingress was also sufficient to track between the 
sheet joints in the plywood subfloor. The high-density flooring 
may not have taken on much moisture, but the plywood 
certainly did. As time went by, even with attempts to dry the 
floor, this reservoir of water in the plywood would continue 
to feed moisture into the lower surface of the flooring. There 
was also a delay to some of the flooring being affected, with 
the water that had travelled between sheet joints gradually 
being absorbed in areas not considered earlier to have been 
affected by the event. In the main affected areas, as moisture 
would have continued to be absorbed into the lower surface 
of the boards, the moisture content would have increased to 
be higher than at the time of the event. As such, swelling also 
increased over time not only resulting in cupping but also 
overall expansion of the floor. It is a very difficult process to 
try and pull a reservoir of water back through a high-density 
hardwood floor and particularly if damage to the floor is to 
be avoided. Hence it may be no surprise that the floor in 
this instance could not be saved and needed replacement.

What we can learn from this?

We do see floors saved through drying processes after being 
water-affected, but we also see those that cannot be saved, as 
in this instance. It is therefore necessary, if considering saving 
a floor, to have the necessary skills and knowledge, and this 
means knowing and understanding in detail the characteristics 
of the timber species and the effect of the installation method on 
the ability of the floor to dry. In this case the subfloor structure 
also had a surprise with an additional layer, and this highlights 
the need to have the exact subfloor structure and materials 
determined early. The other aspect to consider is what effect 
the drying process will have on the flooring and even if saved, 
whether it can be returned to near pre-event condition. 

Case study...

Can my water affected 
floor be saved? 
continued
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GETS THE JOB DONE

Floor Bond™ XMS is a high strength, high performance, hybrid 
polymer flooring adhesive. Ready to use with no mixing 
required, extremely smooth and easy to trowel. As Floor Bond™ 

XMS contains no water or solvents, the risk of deforming timber 
flooring is eliminated.

Floor Bond™ XMS 
Timber Flooring Adhesive

Floor Bond™ XMS 
Timber Flooring Adhesive  
Available in:
16kg Pail and 960g Sausage

Learn more: hbfuller.com.au

oakdale.org.au

Beautiful Timber 
by Beautiful People
The physical properties of this timber are the same as other sustainable brands.  

The equipment used to mill it is also unremarkable.

But the people who cut, shaped and smoothed it… well that’s a different story.  

When you buy Oakdale Timber products, you buy opportunity, training  

and independence. Oakdale is Tasmania’s original social enterprise.

Make a difference. Insist on Oakdale Timber.
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Spotlight 
on Marques 

Flooring...
What was once a one-man-and-
his-van company in Sydney has 
now become an award-winning 

supplier of all things timber 
flooring in Queensland and 

Northern NSW. Celebrating 
its 33rd year in the business in 

2019, Marques Flooring focuses 
on their passion for flooring 

craftsmanship by providing a 
full range of flooring products, 

product training, as well as 
specifications and designs to help 

grow their customers’ flooring 
businesses and lift the overall 

standards in the industry.

Member profile...
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Marques Flooring’s founder Alberto Marques developed his passion and 
attention to detail for the craftsmanship of flooring at a very young age. 

Alberto recalls, “I first started learning about the specifics 
of the flooring trade when I was fourteen and living in my 
homeland of Portugal. Back then I would lay parquetry 
with hot tar, as floor adhesives weren’t really around.” 
When Alberto moved to Australia in 1985, he followed his passion and love for flooring 
by establishing Marques Flooring in Sydney. He was known locally for being the “go-
to” man for flooring needs and others trusted him to get the job done to perfection, so 
much so that he often didn’t need to provide quotes to those seeking his expertise. 

The success of the company was evident after Alberto moved the company 
to Queensland, which then grew into 12 full-time teams of installers and floor-
sanders, working on some of the largest flooring jobs in Australia at the time. 

The way in which business is conducted has also changed, with the 
store ceasing all installation work in 2008 and switching to supply-only, 
creating the first true one-stop-shop for the flooring industry. 

“When we were a supply and install company, we would have to go to 
many different locations to get all of the tools and supplies we needed to 
complete a job,” said Director of Marques Flooring, Josh Marques. 

“We realised then, that the industry in the Queensland and Northern NSW 
areas was lacking a singular location or business where people could get 
complete support and all of the products they needed for flooring.” 

In 2011 Alberto handed the reigns of the business to his son Josh and 
the business has continued to grow as they work side by side. Alberto’s 
values and work ethic are still at the core of the family business, evidenced 
by Josh and the rest of his team of flooring professionals. 

“Having such a strong reputation in the industry, I knew there were big expectations to 
carry our family business values on and help our business and the industry grow,” said Josh.

And grow it did. Since its inception, Marques Flooring has seen significant 
changes to the team and physical expansion of the store itself. The 
company now boasts three warehouses, a dedicated showroom and 
design centre, offices and meetings rooms for their eight staff members 
and are still using their original factory as the company’s trade store. 

The company also has plans to expand to a fourth warehouse for further 
storage to keep up with the demand of the flooring trade. 

“We have always been the type of business that wants to 
help anyone in the flooring trade. Even to this day we still 
have ‘competitors’ contacting us for assistance,” said Josh. 
To meet additional needs of their customers, Marques Flooring covers all of the 
demands of the flooring industry offering a full range of different flooring types 
along with all installation and finishing products from their trade store. This also 
includes machinery hire, onsite demonstrations for sanding machines and coatings 
as well as live in-store monthly training which is then added to their Youtube 
Channel for anyone in Australia to improve their flooring business and skills.

With many different vehicles on the road delivering products, Marques Flooring 
service from Northern NSW to North Queensland, and have just launched their 
new website with an online showroom, designed to assist trade, retail, architects 
and designers in selecting the perfect product for their next project. 

With eight ATFA awards Marques Flooring aims to continue lifting 
the standards across the industry and helping all flooring businesses 
grow by supporting them in any way that they can. 
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The University of Melbourne’s (UoM) 
Biosciences building is the perfect example 
of how to match a consistent timber 
throughout an entire space. And not just 
any timber. Australian Oak Engineered 
Flooring, cleverly partnered with 
GoodWood Victorian Ash and IronAsh.
Designed and executed by the brilliant minds at HASSELL, 
the UoM project encapsulates biophilic design at its finest. 

The new UoM Biosciences building was a $100 million 
upgrade to combine the Faculty of Veterinary and Agricultural 
Science, Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health 
Services and the Faculty of Science in the one space.

Blackbutt was originally specified for this project but was 
revised to a mixture of Australian Oak, GoodWood Victorian 
Ash and IronAsh after a number of technical requirements 
were realised. One particular concern was the stability of 
glue-laminated Blackbutt in an intricately detailed, curved and 
laminated handrail. All parties involved agreed that GoodWood 
Victorian Ash, with quarter sawn grain and known stability 
was far more suited for this high-performance application.

ASH were asked to provide samples to match the desired look 
and performance and to also assist with connecting a team 
of manufacturers from within their supply chain to Kane 
Constructions. The objective was to achieve a seamless look using 
varying trades. This is often a hard task to complete but the result 
in this case is a stunning project that showcases consistency and 
also fulfils requirements for Green Star ratings and desirability.

Australian Oak engineered flooring was an excellent choice 
for a high traffic area like this one, because it is coated with a 
hard-wearing LED cured oil that will last even in high traffic 
conditions. It also has the most cost-effective maintenance 
offering available when time comes to re-coat in the future. 
Not only that, but HASSELL were able to get the exact 
floor they wanted by ordering through the 5-step process:

• Step 1: Size

• Step 2: Grade

• Step 3: Texture

• Step 4: Colour (the ‘natural’ coating colour was then 
used throughout the rest of the joinery materials)

• Step 5: Finish 

Project profile...

University
of Melbourne.
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What We Offer 
Our Members

Join ATFA today and find out more - atfa.com.au/benefits
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Accreditation
Simple application process 
with robust guidelines, puts 
you ahead of the pack!  
Give it a try, you won’t regret it.

Industry Awards  
& Dinner
Industry awards nights are 
the premier event of the year 
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showcase your great work in a 
range of award options. Dinner 
provides a celebration for the 
industry you shouldn’t miss.

Trade  
Nights
All the manufacturers and 
suppliers exhibiting in one 
place at one time, great 
speakers, food and drink,  
all for free! Catch up with 
everyone and pick up some 
great tips and specials.
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future leaders of the industry, 
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Sorry, sorry, sorry! I know how 
much some folks look forward to 
those photographic extravaganzas 
that often follow my adventures at 
the NWFA flooring expos every 
year – and of course this year should 
not have been any different... 

I quite fancied the prospect of attending 
this year’s event in Fort Worth Texas, which 
for one presidential reason or another I 
thought would have been an absolute hoot. 
However, in what was to be an unfortunate 
turn of events my better half raised the 
question as to why I needed to go, and 
blah blah you know how it goes... Anyway, 
it did in fact turn out that I had no 
plausible reason to attend (she caught me 
unprepared) and after a frank discussion 
‘WE’ decided I might sit this one out. 

So, this leads me to the unfortunate 
situation where I may in fact be forced 
to write something about floor coatings 
etc., which I do believe most folk 
probably find a bit less exciting than 
pictures of Americans at trade shows, 
and generally a bit boring until either 
something has gone south with a coat, 
or another google-savvy client has had 
‘brilliant idea’... But, in the interests of 
self-education please bear with me... 

Firstly, you’ll need to find a comfy seat, 
because with so many different ways to 
finish a floor these days it’s hard to make 
useful information ‘pretty’ or to fit into the 
space allowed – so we may jump around 
a bit. Just think like you’re watching the 
6 o’clock news – all over the shop and 
possibly a little confronting in places.

Let’s start with some nostalgia shall we? 
‘Back in the day’ many old crusties (aged 
floorsanders) used kerosene as part of 
their sanding ritual – mainly to reduce 
airborne sanding dust, enhance cutting 
and highlight scratches in their floors. 
However the beauty of this practice is 
that it essentially cleaned the timber 
surface and all the nooks and crannies 
that sanding does not prepare, therefore 
removing all the old cleaning products and 
assorted other crap in gaps, and essentially 

degreasing oily timbers and contaminated 
surfaces. What more could you want? 
I’d suggest that if you have a gappy and 
crappy old floor to sand, then give it a 
go, it can only help. I often wonder how 
much timber floor-related stress this old 
trick could have avoided over the years. 

Now here goes, the first bombshell... 
Anything above a 120 grit is for cutting 
back between coats, not sanding timber 
(much like Saturday night nothing 
good happens after 120). I realise some 
folks may have developed ‘a system’ 
that includes this or maybe even needs 
this, or are using some obscure finish 
that may even specify this, but for most 
timber flooring situations if you sand 
past this point you are likely wasting 
time and potentially even highlighting 
scratches from coarser grits. A 100 to 
120 grit finish on the timber (especially 
Aussie species) maximises coating 
penetration, colour development of the 
timber and adhesion – which is especially 
important when using fast sealers, 
penetrating oils and hardwaxes etc.

Now for some controversy... The 
most important information on a 
product datasheet for ‘the user’ relates 
to recommended systems, roller or 
application method, and drying time. If 
you know your stuff then the rest should be 
pretty obvious. All the additional marketing 
goop and endless disclaimers added on 
these days can just become confusing. So 
if all the mumbo jumbo has you doubting 
yourself, call the folks that supply the 
stuff before you jump in – it’s their job 
to help clear up any confusion, especially 
if it’s confusion they may have caused. 

Talking about rollers, try to use the ones 
that are recommended, not necessarily 
the brand but at very least the type. 
You can change it up to suit your own 
coating style later on when you’ve got 
things down-pat, but to begin with use the 
correct roller cover for the correct job.

Some basic concerns related mostly 
to the roller application include: 

• Moisture-cured polyurethane can end 
up ‘orange peely’, full of fibres and 
slow-curing off a long nap roller, but a 
6mm mohair generally works a treat.

• Waterbased finish applied too thin 
or with a short nap roller can be 
patchy, peely and wear quickly, 
whereas a full coat of a 10-12mm 
nap roller at the correct coverage 
rate looks and performs mint.

• Hardwax is one of the only coating films 
where ‘less is more’ – too thick and it 
can dry slow or even stay soft, which 
affects application and performance. 
Keep it thin off a short nap or even a 
foam roller and you should be all good, 
and not on the end of a bad phone call 
three months after you spent the cash.

• Penetrating oil... just don’t. Rolling this 
stuff is an art best left to the Europeans. 
Trowel it and buff it with a slow polisher 
for the best most economical results, 
especially on Aussie timber species. 

Next up site conditions... Always try to 
be observant, expect the unexpected and 
be mindful of the stuff on site that can 
potentially cause your coats to become 
recoats. For example, it’s getting a bit 
cool down south and some sites may 
be a little less than ideal for applying 
coating, and while it’s easy to say ‘don’t 

Technical article...

continued »

Brett Scarpella, Loba Australasia.

Floor coatings.

A weed spray 
such as this 
is perfect for 
applying the 
kerosene
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do it’, this isn’t always possible – so at 
least maximise the chances of a win 
by taking a few obvious precautions: 

• Get your site as clean as possible. Block 
draft points, as the longer your coat sits 
wet the more crap can fall in it, and the 
more chance of pimpling – especially 
for stains, solvent-based or oil-modified, 
which can be a bit slower in the cold.

• Always tell others on site when the 
floor will be ‘back in service’, because 
you will rarely find out who the 
perpetrator was that walked on your 
freshly-coated or stained floor.

• If it is a commercial site, deal 
with air-conditioning etc. before 
coating, as this can work for AND 
against you depending on the 
situation and the coating type.

• Make sure your coats are applied 
in conditions where they can dry 
properly before cutting back (i.e. 
via heating or airflow), as a soft coat 
will cut back hard and likely end 
up being a patchy scratchy coat.

• Try to get your coats on at, or just 
before, the best part of the day for 
optimal drying. If it gets too late in the 
day, coat tomorrow. And remember, no 
manufacturer ever said our finishing 
products are best used ‘chilled’, so 
don’t store your coating somewhere 
too cold, as it may result in orange 
peel, poor flow and drying problems.

• In the colder weather give your matt 
and satin finishes a bit of a break – 
most will generally improve further 
even after they seem dry. So if you 
see some lapmarks or patchiness the 
next day, especially on darker floors, 
wait 24 hours before pulling the 
trigger on recoating as it may avoid 
the extra coat/s, or at least avoid a 
scratchy cutback. Note: If you’re under 
the pump even a wipe-over with a 
dampened cloth (water) may help 
improve things a bit quicker (we have 
even had foot prints from premature 
visitors disappear after a quick wipe).

• And when you’re all done always 
advise your builder on the correct 
method of installation for floor 
protection – how good is this 
gonna look in a month or two?

Always surprising... It’s been said many 
times before, but always make sure you 
and the client are on the same page, or 
at least reading the same book, regarding 
the expected finish/colour/look. It 
seems simple but all too often floors 
are being re-coated or re-sanded due to 
simple misunderstandings. This sounds 
straightforward but in the last month I have 
seen an oil-modified floor re-sanded as the 
folks were expecting ‘oil’ (aka penetrating 
oil); visited the site with a contractor to 
assist with colour samples that he had 
been working on for a month, only to find 
another contractor at the site finishing up 
his edging – and saw a beautiful ‘flawless’ 
semi-gloss floor be recoated as a matt 
finish was expected (below) – all because 
of miscommunication. This sort of thing 
is often observed in hindsight and could 
easily have been avoided, so if in doubt 
get it in writing – at least it may help avoid 
costly mishaps and misadventure, and 
really that’s the way it should be anyway.

Like pudding after dinner (or some similar 
anecdote where one thing naturally follows 
another), the main show should always 
be followed by a ‘care and maintenance’ 
brochure. It’s not that hard and there is 
no excuse – you can make up your own 
if it’s easier, but do not leave the general 
public or commercial cleaners to their own 
devices, if they get it wrong someone will 
still generally come and find you! Even 
a half decent home-printed brochure 
will help to keep the floor in good nick 
and avoid painful conversations long 
after you have finished your thing.

Training... It sounds a bit rude but no 
matter how smart or experienced you 
might be, you do not know everything. 
If a day training event gives you some 
info that saves you an hour a day for 
the rest of your sanding life, then it’s a 
win I would say. If it takes three training 
gigs to get that same information it’s still 
a win – after all it only seems like hard 
work in your head, once you’re there 
it’s always fun – well for me anyway.

The repeat offender... Word around the 
place is that it’s a bit quiet out in the 
trenches with work being a bit light on 
for quite a few folks. Now is the time to 
get smart – remember all the info you 
have kept from your happy clients, phone 
numbers, addresses, old invoices etc.? You 
know the ones on file, or maybe just the 
ones you vaguely remember? If you’re 
fortunate enough to have such records, 
then who knows if some of these folks 
might be up for a recoat or a ‘professional 
floor clean’. Or they may know someone 
looking for a sander. Either way it’s 
probably time to get proactive and maybe 
get some work revisiting the ‘old haunts’.

Like the evening news, this is all pretty 
random but hopefully you have found 
something here to remember. 

Technical article...

Floor coatings 
continued
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Urethane Coatings  
A Division of Era Polymers Pty Ltd
2-4 Green St, Banksmeadow, 
Sydney NSW 2019, AUSTRALIA 
T +61 (0) 2 9666 3788 
F +61 (0) 2 9666 4805

Use Quality -
Use Urethane Coatings

 For quality,hard wearing & durable coatings use 
Urethane Coatings

WATERBORNE 
COATINGS

Available in both 1K and 
2K systems including the  

Purathane® Range

WaterKote®

SOLVENT BASED  
COATINGS

Available in both Single Pack,  
Monothane® & Two Pack, 
Duothane® Polyurethane  

Systems.

ORGANIC OIL  
COATINGS 

Available in: Gloss, Semi 
Gloss, Satin & Matt

These systems have  
moderate VOC’s & are an 
ideal choice for coating new 
timber floors.

www.urethanecoatings.com.au

               
          @lagleroz              @lagler_aus 
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Technical article...

The art of 
the Scribe (Part 1)
Greg Ceglarski, Scribed Flooring.

There are a few definitions of the word ‘scribe’ – one being a 
person who copied documents before printing was invented 
(they were considered a learned class); and a second 
definition being to mark a line with a pointed instrument.
A long (long) time ago I was shown how to scribe 
the last row of boards to be laid in a floor (thanks 
Alex Kelly) and this to me, the caveman, was like 
being shown how to make fire for the first time. 
This is the first of a series of articles starting with 
the basics of the scribe, which some will find 
simple and boring, but then hopefully I can show 
you in later issues, some of my advanced tricks, 
and some cool hacks from my USA friends.

So, let’s get into the basics...
I’m going to begin with the far side of the room 
first where the last row of boards will be installed 
(then later this same principle can be used to start 
a difficult job for the first row, but we’ll discuss that 
another time). Once your installation is nearing 
the far side of a room (we are going to say ‘rooms’ 
for the rest of these articles, but they could be the 
far sides of hallways, kitchens or whatever), then 
if you are doing an adhesive fixed floor, I would 
suggest snapping a chalk line a few rows in from 
the wall and then gluing that row of boards lining 
them up to the string line, so as not to have glue 
all over your ‘scribe row’. The scribe row is the 
row of boards that will make up the last boards. 
This row, needing to be ripped (cut down their 
length) will be up against the wall or kicker or 
window etc. If you are installing a floating floor 
including ‘click lock’ glueless jointing systems, just 
keep installing all the way to the third last row.

Once you are ready to install the second to last 
row of boards in the room... DON’T. Instead, 
engage the last row (that is the ‘rip’ row) of boards 
in the second last position taking note of where 
you want the end joints to be in relation to the 
row before (i.e. the third last row) See Figure 1.

Next you will need a ‘Scribe Block’. This scribe 
block will have either an allowance for a gap to 
the wall, or zero allowance for a tight fit – a ‘Zero 
Scribe Block’. I take a section of board from the 
same boards as used in the floor that I’m installing 
and simply cut at 90 degrees and leave the tongue 
on the board to make the block 5mm wider. (See 
Figure 2). Note that with boards having a glueless 
jointing system, I remove the lower large under-
hanging piece of the locking mechanism.

I then put the block against the wall and 
mark a pencil line (see Figures 3 and 4).

Note: When I cut, I will rip the board on the other 
side of this pencil line. The block plus 5mm for 
the tongue, a few millimetres of line plus 2.5mm 
of blade leave just under 10mm, which is perfect 
for this job with 10mm skirtings. Now I need to 
mark a 45-degree angle and for this, I engage the 
board and place the board’s leading-edge corner 
where I want it to finish and mark the bottom of 
the board (see Figure 5). I mark the 45 degrees 
and cut it (see Figures 6 and 7). All that’s now left 
to do is to cut the actual second last row, taking 
care to pay attention to the positioning of the third 
last row and last row of ‘end’ joins, then I install 
the scribed ripped row of boards (Figure 8).

While I know for some this is really basic stuff, I 
do want to start with the basics, then expand in 
the next few issues of the ATFA Timber Floors 
Magazine on how I scribe walls at 45 degrees, 
accommodate architraves and scribe complex 
start rows then curves... till then, keep smiling. 
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Figure 3 Figure 4

Figure 1

Scribe row

Third last row
End joints

Figure 2

The Scribe Block

Tongue left on board 
(approx 5mm)

Full width of 
the board

Figure 6

Figure 7 Figure 8

Figure 5

Leading edge 
corner
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With coverage for 15 trades, including 
timber flooring, BCITO supports 
employers who provide training, and 
helps the building and construction 
industry secure the skilled workforce 
needed for the future. BCITO organises 
the delivery of qualification programs 
as well as mentoring and supporting 
apprentices and employers.

BCITO changes people’s lives by 
helping them work towards the career 
and lifestyle they’ve always wanted. 
BCITO people help businesses grow by 
supporting their people while they are 
learning skills on the job, so they become 
valuable, successful tradespeople.

What does ‘building people’ 
mean at BCITO?
BCITO Chief Executive, Warwick Quinn 
says, ‘Sure, we produce people with 
certificates that say they have mastered 
the skills of their chosen trade, but it’s 
what’s behind that certificate that we 
treasure most. What we really build are 
careers, entrepreneurs, professionals, 
and families, confident and self-
respecting people. We inspire employers 
to be a little better, and apprentices 
to reach a little further, setting them 
on a path for a good life. We build the 
people who will be the backbone of our 
country. Qualified, capable, confident 
contributors to New Zealand.’

How do BCITO managed 
apprenticeships work?
Your employer will train you on the 
job. They’ll ensure your work is up 
to standard, and that you cover the 
required scope of work to complete 
the qualification. You’ll also receive a 
set of workbooks with modules related 
to your practical work onsite. There 

are also block courses you’ll need to 
attend during your apprenticeship. 
You can gather and show evidence of 
your skills and knowledge through your 
day-to-day work activities. You will be 
assigned a BCITO Training Advisor 
who will support and guide you through 
the qualification and assessments.

How does training help build 
a successful business?
Training motivates employees to 
achieve because they feel more 
invested in the work they’re doing. 
It’s great for your business because 
it encourages staff retention and 
creates a positive work culture.

What about people who have 
existing flooring experience?
BCITO qualifications and programs 
aren’t just for people who are new to the 
industry and need to learn from scratch.

If you’ve been working in the flooring 
industry for some time, BCITO can 
assess your existing skills and abilities 
against the standards required so 
you can trade up and get a formal 
qualification. All you need to do is 
provide the required evidence.

What will you learn?
With BCITO’s National Certificate 
in Flooring (Level 4) there are 
many specialties to choose from:

This qualification covers:

Core competencies

• Characteristics of chemicals
• Producing scale plans
• Assessing moisture content
• Examining and evaluating substrates
• Identifying hazards
• Legislation and regulatory stands

Elective sections – choose 
the combination that covers 
everything you do at work.

• Carpet installation
• Fine sand and finishes
• Resilient flooring installation
• Substrate preparation
• Timber overlay installation
• Resin flooring application

Now is the best time to get qualified
With a dire skills shortage and high 
demand for qualified professionals 
in New Zealand, there’s never 
been a better time than now to 
get a formal qualification. 

Fees Free
BCITO’s National Certificate in Flooring 
(Level 4) is an eligible qualification under 
the New Zealand Government’s Fees 
Free initiative. If you haven’t studied 
formally before, you may be eligible for 
two years free. This could mean the first 
two years of your training will cost you 
or your business/employer nothing at all.

Check if you’re an eligible individual 
by visiting www.feesfree.govt.nz

Find out more
Get in touch with BCITO flooring 
people to find out more about training 
an apprentice or getting your existing 
skills and experience recognised by 
calling BCITO on 0800 422 486. 

Building people for the 
timber flooring industry.
Industry leaders in the development of qualifications, the Building and 
Construction Industry Training Organisation (BCITO) supports and 
delivers training for career seekers, apprentices, employers and stakeholders 
in the building and construction industry in New Zealand.
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ATFA is very particular on 
outlining the correct way 
to lay timber floors and 
has a range of industry 
standards, including one 
on solid timber floors that 
provides sound advice. This 
information is also supported 
by Forest and Wood Products 
Australia through their well-
respected Wood Solutions 
program. Additionally, ATFA 
also provides many training 
courses covering both theory 
and practice. Putting it 
simply, these practices work!

In this article, David Hayward 
takes a look at the opposite 
to what is known to work, just 
to make you aware of ‘some 
things that you just don’t 
do’ with solid timber floors, 
but which we do see occur 
in our marketplace, often 
with severe consequences!
When it comes laying solid timber floors, 
we often refer to three keys to success, 
being firstly to know your product, 
secondly to know your installation 
environment and thirdly to lay taking into 
consideration product properties and the 
dwelling environment. Flooring may be 

imported oak at low moisture content, 
or the dwelling may be in a moist gully, 
and by understanding each the degree 
of movement can be accommodated in 
the installation process. However, there 
is also an expectation that recognised 
installation practices will be used. At 
times, this is not the case and to say the 
least, we can be shocked at what we see.

The installation process should include 
a site assessment. This considers the 
building environment and aspects that 
could negatively affect the performance 
of the installed floor. As a rule, an 
enclosed subfloor space needs to be 
dry and be provided with adequate 
cross-flow subfloor ventilation. The 
ground adjacent to the dwelling also 
needs to slope away from it. These are 
three aspects essential for a successful 
floor, and if not adequately addressed 
can result in severe floor problems. 

In the first photo, an older dwelling had 
been added on to, yet the new garden bed 
prevents cross-flow subfloor ventilation. 
The remains of the old external walls also 
further restrict air movement beneath the 
floor. It was also evident that the natural 
ground slopes toward this new impervious 
garden wall and with rain, water becomes 
trapped beneath the dwelling, creating a 
high humidity environment beneath the 
timber floor. The consequence of this is 
another floor that destroys itself – as shown 
in the second photo. This is not hard to 
get right – ventilation is a requirement of 
the NCC, yet this extension was designed, 
built, certified and non-compliant.

Technical article...

Solid timber floors... 
some things that you 
just don’t do?
David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager.
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When installing a solid timber floor over 
a concrete subfloor there are a number 
of methods that are used. Practices 
differ throughout Australia and this in 
part reflects differences in climate as 
well as practices that were established 
over time in different locations. In 
Perth, there is strong preference 
to direct adhesive fix solid timber 
overlay flooring to concrete slabs with 
supplementary nailing. On the eastern 
coast, a strong preference is to either 
laying on plywood fixed to the concrete 
or timber battens fixed to the slab.

When considering floors laid on timber 
battens, the fixing strength of both 
the flooring and batten is taken into 
consideration. Hence our industry 
standard indicates that high-density 80 x 
19mm battens can be used or 70 x 35mm 
softwood battens. Instructions indicate 
that they need to be fixed securely to the 
slab and both fixing type and spacing 
is provided in the standard. We know 
from years of experience what will work, 
which also considers the expansion 
pressure that can be generated by 
some hardwoods. It therefore becomes 
disconcerting when a homeowner calls to 
say that their newly laid floor on battens 
has a lot of vertical movement when 
walking on the floor, that the floor squeaks 
excessively and that throughout the floor 
some adjoining board edges are rising 
up above the level of the floor. As shown 
in the photo, this floor was being laid on 
30 x 18mm finger-jointed pine battens 
at 450mm centres, no polyethylene 

moisture vapour barrier over the slab, and 
with packers elevating the batten above 
the slab surface. The fixings to the slab 
are also not the recommended fixing. 
This floor was being laid by a licensed 
builder and again it was questioned 
as to why industry recommended 
practices were not followed.

The third example relates to both the 
pre-installation and installation of a solid 
timber floor laid over a particleboard 
subfloor. Again, ATFA has written 
specifications on what needs to be done 
when laying over this type of subfloor. 
In this instance, the flooring was 80 x 
19mm Blackbutt that was secretly fixed 
with staples and beads of adhesive to 
the particleboard subfloor. Now many of 
you would be thinking that this is fairly 
standard method, and it is. On handover, 
the floor was also aesthetically pleasing, 
flat and gap free; however soon after, the 
floor took on a ‘rippled’ appearance and 
to understand more about this we need to 
assess in detail the installation processes. 

The process began with the flooring 
initially being delivered in heavy rain 
then stored under the dwelling. At 
the time of inspection, the floor was 
extensively gapped at board edges 
and with the cupped appearance 
consistent throughout the floor. Further 
assessment of the fixing method revealed 
that the water-repellent surface on the 
particleboard was not sanded off and 
it remained with contaminants. Then, 
to secure the floor beads of adhesive 
were used 450mm apart and the secret 

stapling was up to 600mm apart. So, 
the issues here are the storage practices 
have affected the flooring prior to laying 
and then the flooring has not been 
fixed to the subfloor correctly in terms 
of the particleboard surface, adhesive 
spacing and staple spacing. Hence not 
only does the floor have more severe 
gapping but its long-term integrity 
is also in doubt. Why were industry 
recommended practices not followed?

Each time we see one of these floors 
fail unnecessarily it reflects poorly on 
our industry and places all involved 
parties under considerable stress. 
Complaints can go to tribunal hearings 
as installer blames builder who blames 
architect or something similar. However, 
in each instance it is an unnecessary 
waste of people’s time and precious 
flooring. ATFA has industry standards 
and we have very, very few problems 
when floors are laid to ‘the book’. The 
standard provides a level of leniency to 
cater for some differences in method 
but with the proviso that the resulting 
floor be of similar performance and 
appearance to documented methods. 
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For our Kiwi members...

Flooring contractors can be ‘Tail 
End Charlie’ on a project. This 
slang phrase from WW2 was used 
in reference to the rear gunner in a 
bomber – with the point being that 
you are more vulnerable because 
you are at the end. 
If you are coming in at the end of the project, the program 
provided to you at tender may have little resemblance to 
the current reality. Often you may be asked to carry out 
your work in a compressed timeframe – necessitating 
use of extra resources and working longer hours to help 
the contractor to catch up to ensure the opening ribbon 
can be cut on the allotted day. A situation that can also 
mean less money for you at the end of the day. 

In a residential context this is probably not going 
to be life-threatening. On a large-scale commercial 
project you risk being shot down in flames.

What to do?
Firstly, like any good gunner load and test your belt of ammo 
well in advance. If you can see that the contractor is well 
behind schedule take the initiative and offer to help. Offering 
to help now can avoid later conflict and contribute to a win-
win situation for both of you. An email offering your assistance 
can provide a non-confrontational avenue for addressing 
concerns with the contractor, such as in the following example:

We note that we were scheduled to start our trade on 16 
July 2019. Based on recent observation of work areas (see 
attached photographs), we are concerned that there may not 
be sufficient access to enable us to start our trade on this date. 

We are conscious that you could perhaps use some additional 
assistance in order to meet required deadlines. We would 
be happy to help by providing extra resources and/or by 
working out of sequence where that is appropriate. 

While this would naturally incur some additional costs, it 
would be more cost-effective to carefully plan now for a 
compressed work timeframe, rather than trying to adjust to 
pressured schedules and facing further delays down the track. 

We would be happy to work with you to meet your 
project requirements and deadlines in the most time and 
cost-effective manner, and suggest a meeting to discuss 
further details, including associated costs and how we 
could best sequence our works around other trades.

Hopefully, the contractor will receive the communication in 
a positive manner. Realising that he may be facing potential 
large liquidated damages due to existing delays, your offer 
to agree upfront to the acceleration of your works – albeit 
at an extra cost – may actually be quite attractive. 

Even if the offer is refused you now have a written 
record that identifies potential issues on site before you 
start your works. Should the contractor later attempt 
to deduct liquidated damages from your final account 
then you have this record to prove the project was 
in delay before your trade was allowed on site.

Increased workloads often mean more inexperienced 
personnel are involved on projects, leading to problems 
particularly with the programming/scheduling of works. 
It is wise for you to do your due diligence and not be 
pressured to start work on an ‘unready site’. Doing so could 
mean working out of sequence with the other trades and 
later being the one accused of causing delay. It is prudent 
to protect yourself by sending an email to the contractor 
identifying the state of the site before you commence works.

Be aware that ‘uneconomic working conditions’ are not a valid 
reason for not starting the works if the agreed date for your 
works has arrived. That is a matter to be dealt with by way of a 
claim for an extension of time and/or loss and expense caused 
by working around other trades and within a compressed 
program. As a parting shot from me - notify these claims 
promptly! Many subcontracts require notification of such 
within at least 5 days of becoming aware of the problem. 

“Tail End Charlie” 
and working on 
an unready site.
Finn Collins, Partner | Gibson Sheat.
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Nailer / Stapler 2 in 1 

PNEUMATIC, 18GA 
NAILS or STAPLES

For the installation 
of Tongue & Groove 

solid and engineered 
hardwood flooring

 ● 2-pack water base floor finish  
for high traffic and commercial areas

 ● Easy to apply with longer  
open coat time

 ● Low VOC’s
 ● NMP Free
 ● High coverage rate = low cost per m2

 ● Excellent wear and scratch resistance

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd.
call 02 9406 8100   www.synteko.com.au   info@synteko.com.au

550

Light Impact  
all-around striking cap

Short casting  
for closer  

end-wall reach

COMBO magazine
nails / staples

Bi-directional  
adjustable base 
 (10 to 19mm)

AVAILABLE IN 
MULTIPLE SHEENS

90 GLOSS

45 SATIN

20 MATTE

5 NATURAL MATTE

R10 ANTI SLIP

Find us on the web @ parksidetimber.com.au 
or on Instagram parkside_timber

PARKSIDE TIMBER produces some of the finest quality 
Hardwood Products that bring a distinct premium feel to any 
project. Sourced from sustainably managed forests, milled by 
state of the art technology.

PARKSIDE will be able to accommodate your needs as we 
produce  Red and Grey Ironbark, Forest Red products, alongside 
our popular Queensland Spotted Gum

Put your brand in 
front of 7,500 timber 
flooring professionals.

Advertise in timber floors 
magazine and see results.

Contact us for a media kit 
at admin@atfa.com.au
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Family Business 
Operating 
Since 1952
Manufacturer of Quality Australian Hardwoods
Specialising in Kiln Dried Products

Located at 33 Heber Street, South Gra�on 
Email: jns@notarastimbers.com.au

www.notarastimbers.com.au

• Tongue and Groove Flooring
• Overlay Flooring
• Parquetry
• Eco-Lam (Glue Laminated Hardwoods)
• Pencil Round Decking
• Treated Hardwood Landscaping

We are members of ATFA. (Australasian Timber Flooring 
Association) and are accredited Flooring manufacturers. 

(Australasian Timber Flooring Association)

Phone: 02 66 423477    Fax: 02 66 427013

8

Why ATFA training can make you 
money in the long run

Have you ever wondered why some businesses seem 

to thrive and others just seem to plod along? The answer 

is simple. Those businesses that invest in training move 

forward faster. 

Studies have shown when individuals learn new material 

it contributes to new pathways in the brain. It also opens up 

a lot of other possibilities and opportunities. ATFA training 

is designed to do all that and more, because when you 

increase your skills you increase your competitiveness in the 

marketplace. 

Online training

We  introduced a new learning format with online training 

in 2012, which means that technical knowledge can now be 

gained in the comfort of your office. No hassles of having to 

down tools or drive across town. This year’s topics include: 

There is more to resistance moisture meters than just taking 

a reading and Checking sub-floor space suitably before floor 

installation. There is no cost to ATFA Members. 

Face-to-face training

This year we’ve streamlined training.  Assessing Timber 

Floor Performance is still on offer , which has been a hit 

so far around the country. It’s sister course the Assessing 

Timber Floor Coating Performance workshop is also 

available. Both courses are designed to give you a greater 

understanding of the pitfalls to avoid and to assist in more 

informed decision making when you are on the job.

 

8” and 12” 
belt/ drum
combo sander

Elite 3 edger

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

parts • service • leasing available

info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au

Synteko Pty Ltd.
Call: 02 9406 8100

www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

Your new skills can also save 
you money from avoiding costly 
mistakes. So invest in yourself and 
your business today. 

AquaSeal GreenStar

The Revolution of 
Premium Wood Floor Finishing

+ Low VOC, high chemical resistance  
+ 18 hours usability after mixing
+ EC1 certified
+ Sports floor certified
+ Sweat and saliva certified
+ R9/R10/R11 certified
+ Toy certified

Coating Systems Pty Ltd . PO Box 99, Port Melbourne, VIC 3207 
Australia . Mobile: +61 (0) 41 2 746 970 . sales@berger-seidle.com.au
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Around the traps...
Images from training, events and activities over the past few months.

(If you would like your snaps to appear in Around the Traps, send your photos to admin@atfa.com.au)
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JULY
17 July: Managing Customer 
Expectations workshop – Auckland

16 & 17 July: Assessing Timber Floor 
Performance workshop - Melbourne

23 July: Brisbane Trade Night

AUGUST
6 August: Webinar – Coating 
adhesion and hardness testing

14 August: Managing Customer 
Expectations workshop – Perth

14 August: Christchurch Trade Night

21-23 August: Timber Flooring Week

24 August: ATFA Gala Awards Night

SEPTEMBER
11 September: Adelaide Trade Night

18 September: Problems, Detections 
& Solutions workshop - Ballina

18 September: Sydney 
Architectural Evening

25 September: Managing Customer 
Expectations workshop – Melbourne

OCTOBER
9 & 10 October: Assessing 
Timber Floor Performance 
workshop – Auckland

15 October: Sydney Trade Night

16 October: Problems, Detections 
& Solutions workshop - Adelaide

23 October: Webinar – Effects 
of heating systems

29 & 30 October: Assessing 
Timber Floor Performance 
workshop – Brisbane

ONE STEP FLOOR 
LEVELLING

20kg Bag

MOISTURE 
BARRIER SEAL

4L Kit

DIRECT STICK 
TIMBER 
FLOORING 
ADHESIVE

16kg Tub

Available only at Embelton. 

Visit our website to find your local 
Embelton Trade Store.

embelton.com
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www.training.gov.au/Training/Details/MSF30818

Training.gov.au is the National Register on Vocational 
Education and Training (VET) in Australia.

www.australianapprenticeships.gov.au/employers

Australian Apprenticeships are available to anyone of working age and offer 
opportunities to learn new skills and be paid in over 500 different jobs.

Helpful 
websites:

Thinking of employing an apprentice? 
Here’s information on the qualification 

and how to sign up an apprentice:
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ir talk with Colin Dorber

Australian employment law moving forward.
Now that the federal election is over, should we expect any 
major policy changes in the world of industrial relations? 
And, how might these expected changes affect business 
owners in terms of current practices? 
While industrial relations was not a large focus area in the run-up to the 
recent election, changes in government are generally times of uncertainty. 
From a business perspective, in relation to the 17 years we have 
operated on behalf of employers, my experience is that fundamentally 
things never really change. By any test, the industrial framework in 
Australia is absolutely confronting for employers, especially small to 
medium enterprises, and the need for a major review is paramount.

Without an in-depth review of how IR is delivered, I don’t have 
any major expectations of change; but I do note governments of 
all persuasions are introducing legislation involving significant 
sanctions, both criminal and civil, against employers in relation to 
terms and conditions of employment – particularly regarding national 
employment standards, and entitlements and/or superannuation. 

With the election over and the new government in place for the 
next few years, it will be interesting to see what happens next. 
The first obvious change has been the splitting off of the industrial 
relations function to the portfolio of the Attorney General. I suspect 
this relocation could signify the downgrading of the influence and/
or significance of industrial relations policy, and a possible indication 
that law enforcement is to be the preferable approach, rather than 
any innovative reconstruction of the IR framework in this country. 

The emphasis on law enforcement should ring some alarm bells for anyone 
engaged in the flooring industry. Some $20 million has been provided to 
allow the Fair Work Ombudsman to ramp up its focus on sham contracting. 
This is a topic I spoke about at trade nights throughout 2018, and I cannot 
say that the reaction generally was one of great concern. I think that is 
because too many small businesses believe they are not likely to suffer 
from a regime of investigations into sham contracting practices. The test 
is pretty simple: If the so-called subcontractor (a tradesperson working 
‘employee hours’ in most cases) is not in business for themselves, and 
does not pass the simple ATO test, (which boils down to being an entity 
intended to be an identified business in its own right, rather than just a 
labour force for the principal contractor) then you may have a problem.

You can also expect a great deal of attention from the incoming 
government to the issue of superannuation and the massive level of 
underpayments throughout the Australian workforce by employers. 
It is confronting and difficult for any business when required to make 
decisions about paying, usually quarterly in arrears, and resolving how 
to make these payments (for example GST and/or superannuation). 

Like many of you, I can relate directly to the dilemma that arises, 
particularly when cash flow is king and assets are minimal.

In regards to employment law obligations, I would encourage all of 
you to consider record keeping as critical, especially in relation to:

• Hours actually worked or not worked

• Letters of appointment and/or contracts clearly 
defining the pay rate and its purpose

• Addressing the issue with absolute clarity as 
to why the 25% casual loading is paid 

• Noting a recent advisory from the Fair Work Ombudsman, 
that the annual leave loading should attract superannuation 
as a general rule. (Remember that this annual leave loading 
is an entitlement that applies to almost all employees and 
represents payment of 17.5% of 152 hours of ordinary time 
work in a year, and in the case of shift workers 25%)

• Paying the correct wages (as simple as looking up 
the Fair Work Ombudsman’s pay scales).

In association with ATFA, we operate an audit service for contractors and 
franchisees. Better to be independently audited by a non-government 
body – and in our case we also advise you not only of the problem 
but the solutions. When compared to the possible penalties, the cost 
of this service is modest – generally $450-$750 plus GST for a full 
written report, with guidelines and advice as to how to move forward. 

I would encourage all of you to look carefully at your businesses as 
the fail rate is very high in relation to recordkeeping and the correct 
payment of wages and allowances and/or other benefits – including 
in the floor installation business for example, items such as travel 
costs, motor vehicle allowance, penalty rates and overtime.

Finally, there is never an excuse for not paying the right hourly rate 
of pay or the correct penalties for night work, weekend work, and 
public holidays. For further advice in this area contact wehelp@eas.
com.au or call 1300 900 300 7am-6pm Monday to Friday. There is 
an emergency number on the message bank also, if required.

Colin Dorber.
Specialist IR advisor, 
mediator conciliator and arbitrator 



by

Tough enough for 
the rough & tumble 
of everyday life.

Ask about our exciting new range: www.preferencefloors.com.au



www.woodlineparquetry.com

Hardwood flooring engineered for living 

Designed to impress.

 � Individually hand-crafted planks
 � Choice of up to 6 widths
 � Quick and easy to install
 � Client-ready within 24 hours
 � Suitable for underfloor heating
 � Splash proof and easy to maintain
 � A certified and planet friendly product
 � Tested and certified by International bodies

With seven distinctive  
Collections and more  
than a thousand choices  
of colours and finish  
options we have the  
perfect solution for  
every space.
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